August 2018 Collaboration Day Summary
This was not a Collaboration Day for TK and Kindergarten teachers.
1st grade teachers discussed the new Reading Intervention design and how it can best fit the
needs of their students. 1st grade teachers also looked at their upcoming unit on plants/Jack
and the Beanstalk.
Second grade at LCE met as a grade level to discuss September events and projects. They
discussed Memory Baskets and explained the project to their new team member. They also
discussed Apple Day which is a major second grade event and who would be responsible for
each of the activities. They will be adding a 5th activity because of the added 2nd grade class
this year . They discussed how to incorporate Character Day (Sept. 15) into their Apple Day
activities.
The Third Grade Team met to discuss and plan field trips for the year. NGSS standards and
preparation, and the English-Language Arts curriculum were also discussed.
Fourth Grade teachers in the district met to discuss Language Arts Common Assessments.
They came to a consensus but will meet again next Collaboration Day to bring theirr specifics
together for Assessment #2 and #3. In addition, they discussed NGSS implementation and
planning. LCE headed back to campus to collaborate on Back to School Night information and
materials.
For Collaboration day, The 5th grade Language Arts teachers met with the PCY 5th grade
Language Arts teachers to discuss the Language Arts Common Assessments that they will be
giving this year. While the Language Arts team was working together, Ms. Schour and Mrs.
Drange began looking at a science program called STEMScopes that they would like to use
during the school year that covers the NGSS standards. Then as a whole grade level, the 5th
grade teachers worked on Back to School Night information and discussed upcoming events.
The sixth grade team collaborated on the planning of the Human Body Systems Science Unit
and the Chapter 1 Math Assessment. The team also brainstormed activity ideas for Character
Day (Sept. 26) and discussed details for the December Pali Mountain field trip, and they
completed administrative work for the trip.

